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ABSTRACT Automating industrial tasks have become critical for organizations due to the inefficiencies
and risks associated with conventional procedures. The proliferation of connected devices and machines
brings forth a range of security concerns, including data tampering and unauthorized access. Establishing
confidential and trustworthy communication between these devices becomes particularly difficult as they
rely on the open channel of the Internet. Numerous established security measures, such as antivirus
software, access control systems, intrusion detection systems (IDS), and intrusion prevention systems (IPS),
have been identified in the literature as facing issues like centralized vulnerabilities, latency challenges,
reliability issues, and single points of failure. As technology advances rapidly, the convergence of emerging
technologies holds immense potential to revolutionize industrial automation. Among these promising
technologies, blockchain and 6G stand out for their immense potential. With its decentralized and tamper-
proof nature, blockchain has disrupted various sectors, while 6G offers unprecedented connectivity and
lightning-fast data transfer speeds. Motivated by these developments, this paper explores the potential impact
of integrating blockchain technology with 6G in industrial automation, paving the way for the future of smart
factories and intelligent supply chains. Our proposed work aims to provide a holistic understanding of this
emerging amalgamation’s key benefits, challenges, offered solutions, and prospects.

INDEX TERMS Industrial automation, blockchain technology, 6G, IoT, smart services.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the Internet’s rapid expansion and
communication technology breakthroughs have paved the
way for a remarkable flow in automation across different
industries. Healthcare, agriculture, smart cities, supply chain
and logistics, and finance have witnessed unprecedented
growth by adopting automation tools and techniques [1].
Industrial automation has emerged as a pivotal force in
these domains, offering many advantages, including cost-
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effectiveness, adaptability, heightened productivity, excep-
tional quality, enhanced security, and precise data collection.
By harnessing the power of computers, digital devices,
actuators, and sensors, industrial automation facilitates the
efficient group, distribution, and dissemination of critical
information, empowering efficient and effective decision-
making processes. Industrial automation offers a solution to
the constraints associatedwith conventional production, man-
ufacturing, and logistics methods. The traditional approaches
often need help with tasks such as ensuring a sufficient
workforce, reducing employee turnover, minimizing human
errors, and averting disasters. Countries actively encourage
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stakeholders to adopt automation-driven practices in their
industrial sectors to address these issues. Initially, industries
relied on wired Ethernet systems to establish communication
with industrial devices, machines, and processes. Neverthe-
less, these systems presented augmented risks, necessitated
manual setup, and entailed elevated maintenance expenses.
As a result, industries have shifted towards automation to
optimize workflows and procedures. In the contemporary era,
5G technology has emerged as the favored communication
network infrastructure for automation on a global scale,
primarily due to its many advantages, including remarkably
low latency, extensive connectivity, minimal jitter, and
enhanced data rates. The convergence of machine learning,
5G, and robotics amplifies service delivery to end-users
and facilitates large-scale production improvements. While
wireless technologies like 4G and 5G have advantages, they
have yet to be widely adopted as the primary technologies
for industrial automation. On the contrary, the forthcoming
6G communication network architecture exhibits potential
as a feasible and widely adopted technology for achieving
real-time and efficient industrial automation. According to
the authors [2], [3], 6G networks are expected to offer
low latency of less than 0.1m, extremely high reliability
such as 99.9999%, and a peak data rate of 1 Tbps.
These attributes position 6G as a potential game-changer in
industrial automation.

The wireless connectivity that facilitates automation also
exposes it to various security threats. These threats include
Sybil attacks, where malicious entities impersonate legiti-
mate devices; replay attacks that involve the playback of pre-
viously captured data; spoofing attacks that deceive systems
into accepting false information; and denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks that disrupt normal operations. Furthermore, external
attacks can deliberately hinder production processes and
compromise the speed and quality of products. Blockchain
emerges as a viable solution to fulfill the fundamental needs
of industrial automation, providing crucial features such
as security, immutability, transparency, privacy, and trust.
By leveraging blockchain technology (BT), industries can
ensure a robust and secure environment for their automation
systems while maintaining high data integrity, transaction
transparency, and privacy protection. The inherent trust
and reliability offered by blockchain make it a compelling
choice for meeting the essential requirements of industrial
automation.

A. SCOPE OF THIS PAPER
We have comprehensively analyzed the existing literature
on blockchain-based solutions for industrial automation
in the context of 6G technology. Our study encompasses
the period from 2010 up until the present. Throughout
our research, we have explored various security concerns
in industrial automation and investigated scholarly papers
relevant to the intersection of blockchain and 6G-enabled
industrial automation. It was observed that BT significantly

influences a wide range of industrial activities. Table 1 gives
a comparative study of the significant industrial automation
studies. Mao and Xiao [4] proposed the application of
blockchain for enhancing the reliability, security, efficiency,
and cost-effectiveness of the industrial control system
(ICS) through network security measures. Dorri et al. [5]
introduced a safe and lightweight framework based on BT
for IoT in the automotive industry. Regarding communication
networks, Brown et al. [6] analyzed low-latency 5G-based
infrastructures and their impact on industrial operations.
Mistry et al. [1] discussed state-of-the-art approaches that
combine 5G and blockchain technologies to enhance the
performance and security of industrial processes. You et
al. [7] provided a comprehensive overview of the visions
and enabling technologies of 6G, offering valuable insights
into the future of this technology. Authors of [2] examined
the advantages of 6G communication technology over 5G,
including improvements in spectrum distribution, connection
density, communication latency, and data rate, contributing
to enhanced service quality. Researchers also explored the
utilization of 6G qualities for improving communication
networks. Astarita et al. [8] conducted an extensive review
of the applications of blockchain-based systems in the
transportation sector. Hussain et al. [9] surveyed different
resource management aspects in cellular and IoT networks
that leverage machine learning techniques. Manogaran et
al. [10] proposed a blockchain-assisted secure data sharing
(BSDS) model that enhances security in data acquisition
and dissemination for industrial applications. Hariharan and
Rajkumar [11] explored various research challenges of
adopting blockchain for 5G IoT-enabled industrial automa-
tion. Javaid et al. [12] discussed the integration of BT
in manufacturing automation. Brown et al. [6] emphasized
integrating 5G technology with industrial standards to
improve effectiveness and reliability. Alsharif et al. [13]
examined the key features of 6G in industrial automation
and other domains. However, it is essential to note that
existing research primarily focuses on utilizing blockchain
with IoT for security or decentralized storage. The potential
of combining blockchain with 6G for industrial automation
has not been thoroughly explored. Motivated by this gap,
we conducted a comprehensive study of the significance of
BT in 6G-enabled industrial automation, covering difficulties
with implementation challenges, application scenarios, and
future perspectives.

B. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
In recent years, a few blockchain studies have appeared in
communications using 6G, showing that industry-oriented
research is still in its early phases. Besides its advantages
in identification, accountability, and asset tracking, BT is
vital in facilitating secure information transmission across
participant nodes in the context of intelligent organizations.
This paper investigates the possible synergy between BT
and 6G in industrial automation. Our research has made
significant contributions in the following areas:
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TABLE 1. Comparative study of the state-of-the-art surveys on industrial automation with the proposed work.

1) We provide a comprehensive and systematic review
of prevailing state-of-the-art surveys on industrial
automation, focusing on their security and privacy
concerns.

2) We discuss various applications that involve blockchain
integration with 6G-enabled IoT.

3) We propose a decentralized and secure industrial
automation architecture incorporating 6G technology.

A Case study of strengthening industrial automation
and intelligent supply chain management is also
presented.

4) Lastly, our research aims to address the chal-
lenges related to scalability, interoperability, and
other aspects of blockchain applications in the
context of 6G-enabled IoT for industrial
automation.
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FIGURE 1. Outline of the paper.

C. ORGANIZATION AND READING MAP
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second
section outlines the key ideas of the central concepts relating
to industrial automation, 6G communication, Blockchain,
IoT, and the role of 6G in IoT. Section III discusses the
benefits of integrating Blockchain with 6G-enabled IoT
devices in industrial automation. Section IV delves into
a comprehensive discussion of the significant areas where
6G-enabled IoT is combined with Blockchain in various
industries such as smart healthcare, smart city, Autonomous
vehicles, smart agriculture, and smart and secure supply
chain management. Section V presents a case study of
secure supply chain management with the amalgamation
of 6G-based IoT and BT. Section VI examines several
unresolved issues and outlines potential future guidelines for
amalgamating Blockchain and 6G in industrial automation.
Finally, in Section VII, we summarize the main findings and
contributions. Fig. 1 shows the basic outline of the paper.

II. RELATED CONCEPTS
Several ideas and technologies are addressed in this section
to implement industrial automation operations.

A. INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
Industrial automation involves the application of advanced
technologies, such as robotics, artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and sensors, to automate tasks traditionally per-
formed manually by humans. Its primary objectives include
optimizing operations, reducing the need for manual labor,
minimizing errors, and improving overall performance across
various industries. Industrial automation has progressed
remarkably from the first industrial revolution to the antici-
pated Industry 5.0, as shown in Fig. 2. Each phase has brought
significant advancements, transformed the manufacturing
landscape, and driven us toward a more interconnected,
efficient, and human-centered future. In this sub-section,
we will explore the historical timeline of the Industrial
Revolution and its different phases. The emergence of
Industry 1.0 in 1974 marked a significant shift in industrial
production. It evolved by introducing mechanical produc-
tion infrastructures powered by water and steam. Industry
2.0 emerged around 1870, adopting electric power and assem-
bly line production. The focus shifted to mass production
and workload distribution, resulting in improved productivity
for manufacturing companies. 1969 Industry 3.0 integrated
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FIGURE 2. Timeline of industrial automation (Industry 1.0 to Industry 5.0).

electronics, partial automation, and information technologies.
The advent of Industry 4.0 has reformed the manufacturing
segment by combining various techniques such as artificial
intelligence (AI), the IoT, cloud computing, cyber-physical
systems (CPSs), and cognitive computing [21], [22]. The core
concept of Industry 4.0 is to create a ‘‘smart’’ manufacturing
process through interconnected technologies and devices that
can control each other throughout their life cycle [23].

FIGURE 3. Advantages of industrial automation.

The concept of Industry 5.0 is now being explored, aiming
to combine the unique creativity of human experts with the
capabilities of powerful, intelligent machinery. One of the
main contributions of Industry 5.0 is mass personalization,
where customers can customize and personalize products
according to their preferences and needs. In this new era,
repetitive and monotonous tasks are assigned to robots and

machines, while humans focus on critical thinking and
customization. Industry 5.0 takes a human-centric approach,
promoting collaboration between ideal human companions
and collaborative robots (cobots) to achieve personalized
and autonomous manufacturing through enterprise social
networks. Cobots can sense and recognize the human
presence, making them suitable for tedious and labor-
intensive tasks, while humans are better equipped for tasks
requiring creativity and problem-solving skills [24].

Industrial automation provides many advantages, such as
boosting productivity, enhancing product quality, reducing
costs, increasing production capacity, shortening lead times,
enabling data-driven decision-making, offering flexibility,
gaining a competitive edge, and supporting sustainable
practices. The benefits of industrial automation are illustrated
in Figure 3.

1) SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES
Security and privacy concerns within industrial automa-
tion have become essential issues in today’s increasingly
interconnected and automated industrial environment [25].
With industries leaning heavily on automated systems to
enhance efficiency, vulnerabilities have come to the forefront.
The emergence of cyber threats targeting industrial control
systems (ICS) poses a substantial risk, potentially resulting
in production interruptions, compromise of sensitive data,
or even physical harm. The integration of IoT devices and the
convergence of IT and operational technology (OT) systems
further heighten these concerns by broadening the potential
attack points. Striking a balance between accessibility,
convenience, and safeguarding sensitive information and
critical infrastructure presents a complex challenge. The
wireless connectivity enabling automation also exposes it to
various security threats, including Sybil attacks (malicious
entities impersonating legitimate devices), replay attacks
(playback of previously captured data), spoofing attacks
(tricking systems into accepting false information), and
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FIGURE 4. The future trajectory of worldwide mobile data traffic prediction.

denial-of-service (DoS) attacks (disrupting normal opera-
tions) [26]. Additionally, external attacks can intentionally
disrupt production processes, compromising product speed
and quality. Ensuring the integrity, confidentiality, and avail-
ability of sensitive data and critical operations is paramount.
Industrial automation systems responsible for overseeing
processes and machinery in manufacturing, energy, and
transportation must navigate a delicate balance between
efficiency and defense against cyber threats. Addressing these
concerns entails implementing robust security protocols,
continuous monitoring, and ongoing education to safeguard
industrial operations’ physical and digital aspects, thereby
ensuring a more secure and resilient industrial ecosystem.

In the following subsections, we provide a concise
overview of 6G communication and Blockchain technology,
highlighting their significance in the realm of industrial
automation.

B. 6G COMMUNICATION
Mobile communications have progressed from analog voice
calls to high-speed, data-intensive networks that support a
wide range of applications and services. Each generation
has brought significant improvements, transforming how we
interact and work with the environment [27]. Figure 5 shows
the evolution of mobile communication. 6G (Sixth Genera-
tion) communication is the successor to 5G communication.
6G communications are expected to offer improved data
speed and coverage services, enabling users to stay connected
anytime and anywhere. The advancements in 6G systems
aim to shift wireless communication technology from merely

TABLE 2. Comparison of 6G with 4G and 5G communication systems.

connecting devices to fostering intelligent connections. This
means that 6G networks will be crucial in supporting
pervasive AI-based services, extending from the network’s
core to end devices. In 6G, eMBB-Plus will surpass the
capabilities of 5G’s eMBB, delivering a high-quality user
experience and setting new standards for data utilization.
6G’s URLLC capabilities can provide a highly dependable
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FIGURE 5. Evolution of mobile communications.

and near-real-time communication infrastructure, enabling
seamless connectivity between machines, sensors, and con-
trol systems in industrial settings. The mMTC feature in
6G allows massive connectivity, enabling many devices
and sensors to communicate simultaneously. 6G’s high data
rates, low latency, and ultra-high definition capabilities open
up possibilities for immersive AR and VR experiences
in industrial automation. 6G’s technological advancements
in communication, sensing, and AI can greatly benefit
industrial robotics and autonomous systems. High-speed and
reliable connectivity enables efficient control, coordination,
and synchronization of robots and autonomous vehicles.
This paves the way for complex automation tasks, such as
collaborative robots (cobots), autonomous material handling,
and intelligent transportation systems within factories and
industrial facilities. Table 2 compares 6G with 4G and 5G
communication networks based on technical specifications.

To meet the substantial increase in mobile data traf-
fic expected to surpass 5016 EB/month by 2030 and
13162 EB/month in 2035, as depicted in Figure 4, the upcom-
ing 6G networks will be essential. These networks must
effectively utilize resources to accommodate the projected
high density of interconnections (1 million/km2). Exploring
high-frequency bands ranging from 73-140 GHz and 1-3 THz
becomes crucial for offering user-centric scenarios with
exceptional reliability (99.99%) and a 1ms user plane latency.

C. BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain represents an unalterable and highly secure inter-
connected list that continually grows with every transaction.
This decentralized ledger technology ensures the monitoring
and execution of transactions on a reliable platform. Unlike
traditional systems, where a single entity governs the
proceedings, blockchain operates on a distributed ledger
model shared among all participants. This decentralized and
unalterable nature allows parties to engage in independent
transactions and validate data on the ledger without relying
on intermediaries for similar tasks. Blockchain aims to

establish and validate trust without relying on a central
authority, instead entrusting this responsibility to a decentral-
ized network. Consequently, this approach bolsters security,
efficiency, and scalability.

According to Balandina et al., [28], blocks in a blockchain
are interconnected through self-executable smart contracts
that rely on cryptographic protocols. Persistence is a funda-
mental attribute of blockchain technology. Once records are
accepted and added to the distributed ledger, they become
immutable and cannot be deleted or altered. This permanence
is maintained across multiple network nodes, ensuring the
data’s integrity and security. The structure of the blockchain
allows for both anonymity and traceability. This is achieved
through the use of hashes to interconnect different blocks.
Each block contains a collection of transactions organized
in a Merkle tree format [29]. The Merkle tree enables
efficient verification and validation of each transaction’s
authenticity against its known origin, facilitating traceability
throughout the blockchain. The consensus mechanism of
blockchain ensures transaction integrity and consistency.
Transaction throughput, security, and scalability are key
performance parameters of the consensus mechanism, which
vary based on application scenarios. Commonly used con-
sensus mechanisms include PoW, PoS, and Byzantine fault
tolerance. BT can be classified into three main categories:
public, consortium, and private. In a public blockchain, often
referred to as a permissionless blockchain, participation is
open to anyone. Anyone can join the network, view the
transactions, contribute to the consensus process, and suggest
changes to the underlying software. Although it offers high
data immutability, efficiency is relatively low. Consortium
blockchain, on the other hand, provides high efficiency but is
more susceptible to data tampering. Priyadarshan et al. [30]
and Drosatos and Kaldoudi [31] have mentioned that private
blockchain restricts participation to particular nodes within
a distributed network organized by a single organization
with centralized authority over all transactions. Kumar
and Majumder [32] highlight the use of blockchain in
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FIGURE 6. Blockchain network.

IoT networks for recording, examining, and transmitting
real-time data from different objects, such as humans or
sensors. This enables the automation of various assignments
or tasks.

In the subsequent subsection, we will present a concise
overview of IoT networks and highlight the significance of
6G within this domain.

D. INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
The IoT encompasses a system of physical objects like
devices, vehicles, appliances, and other items equipped
with sensors, software, and connectivity capabilities. These
features enable them to connect to the Internet and exchange
data. Connectivity can be achieved through various com-
munication technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, cellular
networks, Zigbee, or other wireless protocols. IoT allows
ordinary objects to connect to the Internet, enabling com-
munication between objects and humans. Unlike traditional
systems, IoT is a self-configuring network where devices
automatically configure themselves without human inter-
vention. This technology facilitates a deeper understand-
ing of the environment and enables machines to better
sense and report conditions. According to Cocosila and
Archer [33], organizations are adopting IoT to improve
operational efficiency, address customer concerns, make
informed decisions, and enhance overall business outcomes.
IoT devices find widespread application in various fields,
including manufacturing, industrial automation, businesses,
wearable technology, and the healthcare sector. These devices
have enhanced efficiency, automation, and data collection in
diverse industries and everyday life. Key characteristics of
an IoT network include dynamic and self-adapting behavior,
self-configuring capabilities, inter-operable communication
protocols, and unique object identities within the network.
An IoT device can have multiple interfaces, including
sensors, actuators, memory, and audio/video connections to
wired and wireless devices. Sensors collect environmental
data, measuring temperature, humidity, pressure, motion, and

light. Conversely, actuators allow devices to respond or take
action based on the received data physically. For instance,
a smart thermostat’s sensor measures the temperature, and the
actuator adjusts it accordingly.

1) ROLE OF 6G IN IoT
The IoT is experiencing rapid growth, facilitating enhanced
connectivity between devices and individuals through the
Internet.Wireless networks have evolved to accommodate the
expanding technology landscape, offering improved features.
Integrating 6G into IoT ecosystems holds immense potential
for transformative impacts. It significantly enhances IoT
security, boosts data transfer speeds, improves cellular opera-
tions with increased bandwidth, and resolves various network
challenges encountered in previous generations of mobile
communication networks. Given the substantial amount of
data exchanged among connected devices in IoT applications,
there is a pressing need for improved capabilities, higher
data rates, and enhanced connectivity. Consequently, 6G
is recognized as a vital enabler for IoT, allowing devices
to communicate intelligently in connected environments
through intelligent sensors. Furthermore, it expands the
coverage area and scale of IoT applications by delivering
superior communication and capabilities.

Key characteristics of 6G include a minimum data rate
of 1 terabit per second and a low latency of 1 millisecond.
Operating in the frequency range of gigahertz (GHz) to
terahertz (THz), 6G optimizes network spectrum utilization
and facilitates connections for many interconnected devices,
enabling the realization of the Internet of Everything.
These advancements improve connectivity and introduce
novel applications focusing on privacy and security. The
promise of 6G networks lies in their ability to deliver very
high data transfer rates, low latency, and robust integrity.
Additionally, the heterogeneous connectivity offered by 6G
cellular networks further supports the diverse requirements
of IoT applications.
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FIGURE 7. Features of IoT.

So, the role of 6G in IoT is transformative, revolutionizing
connectivity and driving advancements in various sectors.
By offering enhanced connectivity, lower latency, increased
device density, and seamless integration with edge computing
and AI, 6G unlocks the full potential of IoT, fueling
innovation and empowering the connected world of the
future.

III. REVIEW METHODOLOGY
This section outlines the review methodology, which draws
upon the guidelines suggested byKitchenham et al. [34], [35].

A. REVIEW PLAN
We have outlined the proposed survey systematically, follow-
ing these steps for the literature: Defining research questions,
identifying data sources, applying search constraints to
collected data, implementing inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and evaluating the quality of identified materials.

By conducting this survey, we successfully identified
appropriate publications, studies, and research. Our approach
involves initially assessing the quality of the materials, after
which we selectively extract the relevant data for the intended
survey. This structured review process is designed to aid
researchers in achieving impartial and unbiased results.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The projected survey outlines the current literature regarding
6G and Blockchain in various industry automation. The
research questions (RQs) and their corresponding objectives
for this systematic survey can be found in Table 3.

C. DATA SOURCES
We have determined digital libraries, such as IEEEXplore,
Springer, ACM, Science Direct, Elsevier, and numerous oth-
ers, as our primary data sources. These academic repositories
offer a wide array of literature we thoroughly examined
to conduct the proposed survey. This approach aligns with
Kitchenham et al. [34], [35] recommendation to leverage
electronic data sources for comprehensive literature surveys.
Additionally, we consulted various resources, including arti-

TABLE 3. Research questions and objectives.

cles, technical reports, blogs, books, and patent contributions,
to ensure an exhaustive survey within our relevant field.

D. SEARCH CRITERIA
Initially, a comprehensive exploration is conducted on
different digital libraries, including IEEE Xplore, ACM,
ScienceDirect, and Wiley, employing a range of keywords
as depicted in Fig 8. Several research papers were not
found when using the search string depicted in Fig 8,
as occasionally, this string was not present in the abstract and
title. To address this, a manual searchwas conducted in digital
sources using the specified keywords to identify these papers.

FIGURE 8. Search string.

E. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
The objective is to identify relevant contributions that align
with the proposed survey, focusing on recent years. The
search employs keywords individually or in conjunction
with BOOLEAN operators, such as ‘‘industrial automation’’
with ‘‘6G,’’ with ‘‘blockchain,’’ combining ‘‘6G’’ with
‘‘Blockchain,’’ combining ‘‘5G’’ with ‘‘Blockchain,’’ and
combining ‘‘5G’’ with ‘‘Blockchain.’’ The search yields a
total of 124 articles of interest; of these, 97 are selected for
the proposed work based on their cutting-edgemethodologies
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and innovative research on 6G-enabled, blockchain-based
industrial automation and its applications.

F. QUALITY EVALUATION
In this section, we conducted a quality evaluation of
the reference papers under the recommendations from the
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) and the
Center for Reviews and Dissemination [34].

FIGURE 9. Advantages of blockchain and 6G-Enabled IoT devices in
industrial automation.

IV. ADVANTAGES OF BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATION WITH
6G-ENABLED IoT DEVICES IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
The convergence of BT and 6G-enabled IoT devices has
emerged as a promising strategy to transform industrial
automation. In a study by Khan et al. [36], [37], [38],
the authors emphasized the importance of integrating BT
and communication networks to enable efficient, secure,
and dependable data exchange in industrial automation.
Combining blockchain and 6G-enabled IoT devices facil-
itates improved data integrity and authenticity. Utilizing
blockchain’s distributed ledger makes data resistant to
tampering, creating a trustworthy and transparent record of
transactions, measurements, and events throughout indus-
trial processes [39]. This fosters trust among stakeholders
and minimizes the risk of fraudulent activities or data
manipulation. Furthermore, blockchain’s immutable nature
and cryptographic features ensure data integrity, preventing
unauthorized access, tampering, or fraudulent behavior.
Consequently, this establishes a strong foundation for secure
communication, trust, and authentication among intercon-
nected IoT devices within industrial ecosystems. Hence,
combining these technologies offers numerous advantages
that enhance productivity, accuracy, cost-efficiency, safety,
security, transparency, and traceability [40]. Let’s explore
these advantages in more detail:

1) Increased Productivity: Blockchain and 6 G-enabled
IoT devices facilitate seamless communication and

coordination among various industrial components
and systems [37]. Real-time data sharing, automated
processes, and intelligent decision-making capabilities
enable efficient resource allocation, streamlined work-
flows, and optimized production cycles. This increased
productivity results in higher output, faster time-to-
market, and improved overall operational efficiency.

2) Improved Accuracy: By leveraging blockchain and
IoT devices, industrial automation systems can collect,
record, and analyze data with a high level of accu-
racy. IoT sensors capture real-time information from
machines, equipment, and environmental parameters,
ensuring precise monitoring and control. The decen-
tralized nature of blockchain ensures data integrity
and eliminates the risk of tampering or manipulation
[41]. As a result, decision-makers can rely on accurate
data insights for better operational planning, predictive
maintenance, and quality control.

3) Reduced Cost: Blockchain and 6G-enabled IoT devices
offer cost-saving benefits in industrial automation
[42]. Through real-time monitoring and predictive
maintenance, potential equipment failures can be
detected in advance, minimizing downtime and reduc-
ing maintenance costs. Additionally, smart contracts
enabled by BT automate payment processing, supply
chain transactions, and inventory management, elimi-
nating intermediaries and associated fees. These cost
optimizations contribute to improved profitability and
sustainability.

4) Increased Safety: By utilizing IoT devices and
blockchain, real-time monitoring of safety parameters
such as temperature, pressure, and hazardous condi-
tions becomes possible [43]. IoT sensors can detect
anomalies or potential hazards, triggering automatic
alerts or shutting down processes to prevent accidents.
Blockchain’s immutability ensures that safety-related
data cannot be altered, providing a trustworthy record
of compliance and adherence to safety protocols.

5) Better Security: BT enhances security in indus-
trial automation by offering robust encryption, data
integrity, and decentralized control. The distributed
ledger ensures that data records cannot be tampered
with or modified without consensus, making it highly
resistant to hacking or unauthorized access [36],
[38]. Blockchain-based identity management solutions
also enable secure access control, reducing the risk
of unauthorized personnel interfering with critical
systems or sensitive information.

6) Improved Transparency: Blockchain’s transparent and
auditable nature promotes trust and transparency in
industrial processes [44]. Every transaction or data
exchange recorded on the blockchain is visible to
authorized parties, ensuring accountability and pre-
venting fraud. Smart contracts enable automated ver-
ification and execution of predefined rules, eliminating
the need for intermediaries and reducing the potential
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for disputes. This transparency fosters more vital
collaboration among suppliers, manufacturers, and
customers.

7) Enhanced Traceability: The combination of blockchain
and IoT devices enables end-to-end traceability of
goods, materials, and components throughout the
supply chain. Each production, handling, and trans-
portation step can be recorded on the blockchain,
creating an immutable audit trail [44]. This trans-
parency helps identify bottlenecks, optimize logistics,
and address quality issues promptly [45]. In industries
where authenticity and non-plagiarism are critical,
such as pharmaceuticals or luxury goods, blockchain-
based traceability ensures the integrity of products and
protects against counterfeit or plagiarized items [46].

V. APPLICATION OF BLOCKCHAIN IN 6G ENABLED
SERVICES
The implementation of BT and the integration of 6G-
enabled IoT offer various opportunities for industrial appli-
cations. These applications span several domains, including
autonomous vehicles, smart supply chain management, smart
cities, smart healthcare, and smart agriculture. In these areas,
the combined use of blockchain and 6G provides enhanced
security, increased bandwidth, and reduced operational and
capital costs. Further elaboration on these applications can
be found in the subsequent subsections.

A. SMART HEALTHCARE
Healthcare plays a crucial role in any nation’s overall
development, reflecting its society’s well-being. As pop-
ulation and illness rates increase, the demand for smart
healthcare systems intensifies. In the past, patient-doctor
communication primarily relied on in-person visits, phone
calls, or text messages, which limited healthcare providers’
ability to monitor patients continuously [1]. The emergence
of IoT has revolutionized this landscape by introducing
wearable healthcare devices that enable continuous patient
monitoring. This remote monitoring capability has improved
the ease and efficiency of doctor-patient interactions, reduc-
ing hospital stays and readmissions. Additionally, IoT has
facilitated the use of smart beds equipped with sensors,
which continually monitor vital signs like blood pressure,
temperature, and heart rate. The integration of 6G and IoT
holds promise as a potential solution to address the challenges
faced by the healthcare system. One such solution involves
remote health monitoring, where IoT sensor devices are
utilized to measure and analyze various health parameters of
individuals remotely. Electronic health records (EHR) [47]
consist of digital versions of patients’ health information,
while personal health records (PHR) pertain to the digital
records of individual patients.

Sun et al. [48] conducted a comprehensive study on the
vulnerabilities related to security and privacy in healthcare
devices based on the IoT. To mitigate potential issues
arising from using IoT-based wearable devices in healthcare

monitoring systems, they proposed the integration of BT. This
integration ensures the secure storage of patient information,
promoting a safe and protected environment for utilizing
IoT devices in healthcare systems. In another study [49],
the authors discovered the advantages of employing BT to
combat safety and confidentiality attacks in electronic health-
care record systems. They studied various blockchain-based
systems that enhance the security of information storage,
sharing, and audit functionalities within healthcare systems.
Furthermore, Bhuiyan et al. [50] conducted an extensive
survey on IoT-based healthcare systems. Subramanian and
Thampy [51] developed a blockchain-based system specifi-
cally designed to safeguard the data of diabetic patients. The
authors of [52] proposed a secure solution that employs the
Ethereum protocol and utilizes smart contracts to simplify
the analysis and control of wearable sensors while protecting
medical data. In [53], the authors addressed the urgent
need for advanced medical facilities during the COVID-19
global pandemic. They developed an IoT-based healthcare
monitoring system that suggests hybrid communication,
extensive medical screening, and cloud-based data centers.
This architecture supports hospitals, rescue teams, and first
aid units in managing the crisis effectively. Costa et al.
[54] also proposed a Fog and blockchain-based system to
effectively control global vaccination efforts, ensuring secure
and efficient vaccination administration.

The mentioned studies shed light on the essential role
of BT in enhancing the security and privacy of healthcare
systems that rely on IoT-based devices. By incorporating BT,
these systems can guarantee the secure storage of patient data,
safeguarding it against potential vulnerabilities and attacks.
Furthermore, BT has proven effective in protecting electronic
healthcare records and providing certain functionalities for
storing, sharing, and auditing information. The introduc-
tion of 5G/6G-enabled IoT devices and blockchain-based
systems for global vaccination efforts further underscores
the potential of BT in ensuring secure and efficient health-
care administration on a worldwide scale. In summary,
integrating BT is a promising solution to address security
and privacy concerns in IoT-based healthcare systems,
paving the way for safer and more dependable healthcare
services.

B. SMART CITY
Integrating blockchain and IoT technologies in smart cities
holds immense potential to enhance various aspects of
urban life [58]. By combining these technologies, smart
cities can improve traffic management, optimize energy
consumption, strengthen waste management practices, and
empower citizens with greater control over their data. These
advancements contribute to developing efficient, sustainable,
and citizen-centric urban environments.

In smart cities, IoT sensors and devices are strategically
deployed throughout road infrastructure, vehicles, and park-
ing areas to gather valuable data on traffic flow, availability,
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TABLE 4. Comparative analysis of current methodologies for smart healthcare systems.

and congestion [59]. This data, crucial for effective traffic
management, can be stored on a blockchain, guaranteeing
its integrity and providing a reliable platform for authorities
to analyze and optimize traffic management strategies.
Similarly, IoT devices play a vital role in monitoring and
collecting real-time data on energy consumption within smart
cities [60]. By integrating these devices with BT, energy
producers, consumers, and grid operators can establish a
decentralized energy management system. Smart contracts
executed on the blockchain enable automatic and transparent
energy trading, leading to optimized energy distribution and
reduced waste [61], [62]. IoT sensors embedded in waste
bins continuously monitor waste levels and promptly send
notifications when they require emptying. Recording this
data on a blockchain allows waste management authorities
to streamline their collection routes, significantly reducing
unnecessary trips and promoting more efficient and envi-
ronmentally friendly waste management practices. BT also
empowers citizens by giving them better control over their
data. By securely storing identity information and access
controls on the blockchain, individuals can grant specific
entities or services permission to access their data, enhancing
privacy and mitigating the risks of data breaches [63]. This
streamlined process of accessing public services benefits both
citizens and service providers.

Fan et al. [64] introduced a simulated environment utilizing
BT on the Ethereum platform to effectively manage IoT data
systems on a large scale. Habibzadeh et al. [65] conducted
an extensive survey focusing on security and policy concerns
in implementing smart cities. Their findings emphasized the
vulnerabilities of smart city applications and highlighted
the importance of collaboration between technology and
government policies to address these vulnerabilities. Biswas
and Muthukkumarasamy [71]devised a framework based
on blockchain to enable protected communication between
entities in smart cities while ensuring privacy. Khan et al.
[68] developed a system that leveraged BT to authenticate
data fromCCTV cameras in smart cities. Lazaroiu and Roscia
[72] introduced a blockchain-based model for smart parking
systems, where transactional information regarding parking
fees was stored securely in the blockchain. Pham et al. [73]
introduced an algorithm that improved the effectiveness of
cloud-based smart parking methods using IoT technology.
Yuan and Wang [74] proposed a seven-layered blockchain-
based Intelligent Transport System (ITS) that integrated
advanced technologies to enhance the overall efficiency
of transportation systems. The system aimed to optimize
transportation systems by ensuring efficiency, safety, speed,
convenience, cost-effectiveness, profitability, and connectiv-
ity. Rahman et al. [66] presented a blockchain framework
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TABLE 5. Comparative analysis of current methodologies for smart city.

for maintaining secure and privacy-oriented smart contract
assistance in IoT-enabled cooperative markets, particularly
emphasizing applications within smart cities.Malik et al. [67]
developed a framework for analyzing users’ physical activity
patterns in a small city environment, which could be utilized
for passive user authentication. Esposito et al. [69] explored
the application of BT for authentication and authorization in
smart city applications. Asif et al. [70] also proposed a secure
and reliable authentication and trust management mechanism
in smart cities.

The studies highlighted that integrating BT with IoT
devices has revolutionized various aspects of smart cities. The
deployment of IoT sensors and devices in road infrastructure,
vehicles, and parking areas has enabled the collection of cru-
cial data on traffic flow, parking availability, and congestion.
When stored on a blockchain, this data ensures its integrity
and provides a reliable platform for authorities to analyze
and optimize traffic management strategies. Furthermore,
IoT devices have played a pivotal role in monitoring and
collecting real-time data on energy consumption within smart
cities. A decentralized energy management system has been
established through the integration with BT, allowing for
automatic and transparent energy trading. This has led to
optimized energy distribution and reduced waste.

C. SMART AGRICULTURE
Smart agriculture is an innovative approach to farming that
reduces human effort and maximizes available resources.
It can address workforce shortages, enhance agricultural

resilience, and support small farmers through advanced tech-
nology. Traditional agriculture can be more intelligent using
sensors, gateways, cloud servers, and mobile or computer
platforms. Farmers often face unpredictable weather condi-
tions that can impact crop survival. Installing agricultural
weather stations on farms helps generate crucial data like
temperature, rainfall, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, etc.
This data is recorded and stored securely in the blockchain,
providing transparent access to farmers. IoT technology and
blockchain integration enable the monitoring soil quality,
pests, irrigation, and other factors using specialized devices.
BT enhances various farm operations, fostering a trusted and
ecologically intelligent agriculture system. It improves food
safety through traceability and can be utilized in tracking food
supply chains.

Thejaswini and Ranjitha [91] recommended using decen-
tralized applications to tackle agricultural challenges. Van-
gala et al. [92] proposed employing smart contracts and
BT to support smart agriculture. Caro et al. [93] introduced
AgriBlockIoT, a proposal for integrating a vast array of IoT
devices to automate smart contract implementation, ensuring
transparency and immutable data storage. Nagpure et al. [94]
utilized IoT to monitor water systems, including temperature
and soil moisture, and analyzed sensor data to make
informed decisions regarding irrigation. Giordano et al. [76]
introduced an IoT application for protecting crops, utilizing
an ultrasound-repellent system to prevent damage caused by
animals. Iqbal and Butt [95] discussed the application of
IoT and BT in precision agriculture, specifically in tracking
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TABLE 6. Comparative analysis of current methodologies for smart agriculture.

animal attacks through a Repelling and Notifying System.
Osmanoglu et al. [96] proposed a blockchain-based solution
to improve the estimation of agricultural yields. Bai et al.
[78] developed a sustainable supply chain framework that
utilized blockchain to ensure data security and integrity.

Chaganti et al. [80] presented a monitoring framework for
smart farm security, enabled by cloud technology, which
can detect device status and sensor anomalies and miti-
gate security threats. Alqarni et al. [81] suggested a safe
blockchain-based architecture to build trust among users in
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smart farming. Zeng et al. [79] developed a system based on
IoT and blockchain to monitor seed quality and effectively
manage water resources in communities.

The studies mentioned emphasize the significant potential
of integrating BT and IoT applications to address agricultural
challenges and bring about a transformative impact on
smart farming. The collaborative integration of IoT and
BT has played a pivotal role in promoting more efficient
and sustainable agricultural practices. These advancements
not only hold the promise of enhancing productivity but
also play a crucial role in fostering trust among users
in the field of smart farming. Moreover, the application
of IoT in monitoring water systems has illustrated the
capacity for automation, transparency, and secure data
storage in agricultural operations. Additionally, innovations
like ultrasound-repellent systems and precision agriculture
techniques have provided novel means to safeguard crops and
monitor potential threats effectively.

D. AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Automobile manufacturers are actively exploring the advan-
tages of integrating Blockchain and IoT technologies into
the automotive industry, particularly in autonomous vehicles
and systems. The aim is to enhance their products, improve
customer satisfaction, and provide valuable experiences.
Autonomous vehicles offer numerous benefits to both vehicle
owners and car companies. They can operate without
human intervention, reducing human errors and accidents
while saving drivers time. This time can be utilized for
more productive activities such as sleeping, reading, eating,
or relaxing. Additionally, autonomous vehicles can navigate
independently to refuel or recharge at electric stations.

However, despite these advantages, autonomous vehicles
also pose certain risks. Their communication relies on
a centralized vehicular network called VANET, which is
susceptible to cyber-attacks. Such attacks can lead to data
loss and road accidents. To address these concerns, BT can
be implemented in autonomous vehicles in various ways.
Vehicle sensor data, for example, may be safely stored on the
blockchain, allowing all users to track and exchange safety
information. This implementation ensures that car owners
use their vehicles responsibly. By leveraging blockchain’s
transparency and data security, telematics can facilitate secure
data dissemination and collaboration across several self-
driving vehicles, regional authorities, and public facilities.
Lu et al. [102] proposed a privacy-preserving solution for
message confidentiality within a vehicular network by intro-
ducing a blockchain-based anonymous reputation system.
Similarly, Yang et al. [86] presented the idea of a proof-
of-event consensus mechanism based on BT in vehicular
networks, aiming to uphold data integrity. Oham et al. [88]
employed a permissioned blockchain approach to enhance
the security of smart vehicles. Their technique involved
a challenge-response data exchange mechanism between
roadside units and vehicles, enabling monitoring of the

vehicle’s internal state and detecting any malicious activity
in the network.

The studies highlighted that integrating blockchain with
IoT can be crucial in preventing and predicting equipment
failures in manufacturing plants. Using equipment sensors
to detect abnormal conditions such as excessive vibration
or heat can identify potential failures or operator injuries.
Critical threshold data collected by these sensors can be
recorded on the blockchain, enabling the detection of failure
trends and enabling proactive maintenance and repairs before
catastrophic breakdowns occur. Data analytics and cognitive
information collected from manufacturing floor devices give
precise insights into asset performance to reliability, main-
tenance, and operational personnel. Equipment information
stored on the blockchain may be accessed by regulators and
providers, permitting prompt inspections and certifications to
assure equipment trustworthiness. Third-party repair partners
may use the blockchain to track and record preventative
maintenance decisions transparently.

E. SMART SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Supply chain management (SCM) is a sophisticated and intri-
cate system involving many entities, including manufactur-
ers, suppliers, distributors, and retailers. The primary goal of
SCM is to ensure the efficient fulfillment of customer orders
while maximizing customer value. Integrating 6G-enabled
Internet of Things (IoT) technology into SCM offers numer-
ous benefits. These advantages encompass the ability to
instantaneously track and authenticate items and shipments,
continuously monitor storage surroundings like moisture
and temperature, and make necessary adjustments to meet
specific requirements. These advancements have the potential
to improve overall supply chain management significantly.
To address these opportunities, Arumugam et al. [103] pro-
posed an innovative logistics system that incorporates freight
planners, intelligent contracts, and asset condition tracking
within the domain of SCM.When combined with IoT, BT can
allow various application cases to improve supply-chain con-
fidence and transparency. IoT and Blockchain technologies,
when coupled, can enhance the effectiveness and productivity
of existing supply chains.

In their research, Wamba and Queiroz [104] found that
implementing BT has significantly enhanced various aspects
of SCM. These improvements include increased transparency
and seamless information sharing among supply chain mem-
bers, enhanced accountability, reduced uncertainty, strength-
ened trust and security, and improved fraud prevention and
process confidence. By leveraging blockchain, the supply
chain can efficiently store and transmit data to other parties,
such as suppliers and customers. Additionally, it allows for
verifying data received by comparing it with information
from other nodes or external sources. According to the study
by Senyo et al. [105], blockchain enables the digital linkage
of information to each unique product in the supply chain.
This creates a comprehensive digital record demonstrating
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TABLE 7. Comparative analysis of current methodologies for autonomous vehicles.

the product’s provenance, compliance, authenticity, and
overall quality. This valuable information is accessible to
all stakeholders involved and remains associated with the
product throughout its entire journey in the supply chain.

In summary, the integration of BT and IoT has emerged
as a pivotal catalyst in elevating different facets of SCM.
Extensive research underscores the significant advantages
of leveraging smart SCM. These encompass heightened
transparency, effortless information exchange, bolstered
accountability, diminished uncertainty, reinforced trust and
security, and heightened proficiency in preventing fraud and
ensuring process integrity. Moreover, blockchain facilitates
creating a digital connection for every unique product within
the supply chain, establishing a thorough digital record
that confirms the product’s origin, adherence to standards,
genuineness, and overall quality.

VI. CASE STUDY: SMART SUPPLY CHAIN
This section explores the case study of smart supply chain
within the realm of industry automation. The motivation
behind selecting this case study lies in its potential to rev-
olutionize businesses across various sectors. The integration
of automation, data-informed decision-making, and seamless
connectivity not only assures heightened efficiency but
also bolsters resilience, elevates customer satisfaction, and
fosters a competitive advantage. Many industrial automation
systems heavily rely on external vendors for their hardware,
software, and components. Vulnerabilities within any part
of this supply chain could be exploited, putting the entire
system at risk. In today’s increasingly digital landscape,
supply chains rely heavily on electronic communication
and data management systems. Security breaches, including
theft, cyber-attacks, or even natural disasters, can potentially
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TABLE 8. Comparative analysis of current methodologies for smart supply chain management.

disrupt the supply chain’s flow. This can lead to delays in
the delivery of products and services, ultimately impacting
customer satisfaction and revenue. Security issues may also
open the door to introducing counterfeit or substandard
goods into the supply chain. Theft or tampering with
goods in transit can result in an inventory loss, causing
a direct financial hit and potential shortages, stockouts,
and delays in fulfilling customer orders. Therefore, it is
imperative to prioritize security and privacy throughout the
supply chain to mitigate these risks. The combination of
AI, blockchain, and 6G networks establishes a powerful
environment. AI boosts security through the analysis of
6G network traffic, optimizes blockchain transactions by
intelligently allocating resources, and adjusts settings in
real-time for smooth processing. It anticipates and averts
network problems, ensuring resilience. This collaboration
fosters innovation across various industries.

In this case study, we delve into the amalgamation
of blockchain and 6G network technologies to strengthen
industrial automation and intelligent supply chain man-
agement. The objective is to showcase the potential of
these technologies in enhancing efficiency, transparency, and
security throughout different stages of the supply chain.
In this case study, we have selected an SCM dataset from
a manufacturing company specializing in electronic devices,
including smartphones and tablets. This company procures
raw materials and components from various suppliers world-
wide. Their primary objectives are to optimize supply chain

operations, enhance production efficiency, and establish a
robust system for verifying the authenticity and traceability
of their products.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let’s consider a scenario where we have a number of

manufacturing companies, denoted as ‘n’, and a variety of
product types produced by these companies denoted as ‘m’.
We can represent the manufacturing companies as the set

C = c1, c2, . . . , cn

and the set of product types as

M = m1,m2, . . . ,mm.

Each manufacturing company ci produces a specific subset
of product types from the set ‘M.’ Additionally, we have a
number of distributors, denoted as ‘k,’ who receive products
from these manufacturing companies. The set of distributors
is represented as

D = d1, d2, . . . , dk .

Each distributor dj receives products from a subset of
the manufacturing companies. Let w be the number of
wholesalers that receive products from the distributors.
We can represent the set of wholesalers as

W = w1,w2, . . . ,ww.
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Just like the distributors, eachwholesalerwi receives products
from a subset of the distributors. However, it’s worth noting
that due to the lack of proper regulation and monitoring,
there’s a probability that some products may be counterfeit
and fail to meet the required quality standards.

To address this issue, when a manufacturing company
produces a new product, it assigns a unique Barcode or QR
code to it. This code enables individual product identification
and tracking at any point within the supply chain network.
The products are sealed in containers equipped with sensors
to ensure their integrity. These sensors, including a biosensor
for monitoring the product’s biological content, a temperature
sensor to check temperature, and GPS sensors for tracking
logistics during shipment, are integrated and linked to the QR
code. In the context of smart transportation, where various
smart sensors are represented as {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sn} ∈ S,
we gather sensor data to monitor various environmental
conditions like temperature and humidity throughout the
product’s journey.

Let 9(p, t) denote the sensor data collected for product
p at time t . However, concerns may arise regarding the
consistency and accuracy of this sensor data. These concerns
can be expressed as:

∃p, t : 9 ′(p, t) (1)

where 9 ′(p, t) is unreliable or inaccurate sensor data. The
sensor (si) also employs a network interface to transmit
data. This network is susceptible to various network-related
attacks, including session hijacking, data integrity breaches,
malware, and DDoS, potentially compromising the system’s
performance. An attacker ($) may exploit the communication
channel C and tamper with sensor data.

$
exploits
−−−−→ C

manipulates9(p,t)
−−−−−−−−−−→ 9 ′(p, t) (2)

Furthermore, $ can introduce a sensor node within
the system, denoted as $sk. This node functions as an
intermediary, allowing for manipulation of the data exchange
9(p, t).

$sk
manipulates
−−−−−−→ 9(p, t) → 9 ′(p, t) (3)

Another significant challenge is effectively handling
incidents involving contamination, adulteration, or safety
concerns. We can express these challenges as:

∃p ∈ P : ¬£(p) (4)

where £(p) signifies the mechanism for handling incidents
involving product p.
These challenges underscore the critical need for improved

product traceability and reduced transmission delays, empha-
sizing the importance of robust solutions.

The primary objective of this work is to establish a secure
data exchange system among stakeholders and implement
intelligent tracking mechanisms for this data. To achieve this

TABLE 9. Comparative analysis of accuracy and recall.

objective, an objective function OB is defined as,

OB =

∑
MAX(secure)

9(p, t) + Smart Tracing (5)

B. DATA ANALYSIS
Analyzing the company’s supply chain data can enhance
its operational efficiency and streamline its processes.
By identifying patterns and trends in past shipment data, the
supply chain can make informed predictions about future
requirements, prevent disruptions and stock shortages, and
improve inventory management. Supply chains can optimize
their routes, schedules, and performance tracking by utilizing
data analytics, leading to overall improvements.

A significant aspect of this analysis involves the ‘‘late
delivery’’ parameter, a metric indicating the frequency or
percentage of deliveries that do not meet their scheduled
timelines. This parameter measures how often goods or
products are delivered after their expected delivery dates.
Understanding the late delivery parameter offers valuable
insights into the supply chain’s efficiency, reliability, and
overall performance. By addressing and mitigating late
deliveries, companies can elevate customer satisfaction,
reduce costs, and strengthen their competitive edge in the
market.

The dataset includes a column called ‘‘Late Delivery’’
with values of 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a delayed order,
while 0 means no delay. Based on the data, the average
of this feature is calculated to be 0.658. This suggests
that the number of uncertainties is relatively high, which
can have negative consequences such as customer loss
and a subsequent decline in profits. This study employed
various classification models to predict ‘‘Late Delivery’’
using accuracy, recall, and F1 score metrics. The models
utilized include Support Vector Machines, Gaussian Naive
Bayes, Logistic Regression, Linear Discriminant Analysis,
Perceptron, and Random Forest classification.
Explanation of Metrics:

1) True Positive (TP): This refers to the cases where the
model accurately predicts that ‘‘Late Delivery’’ will
happen. This prediction is valuable for the company’s
supply chain, as it allows them to prepare in advance
and mitigate the potential impact of delays.

2) True Negative (TN): This indicates the instances where
the model correctly predicts that ‘‘Late Delivery’’ will
not occur. It demonstrates the model’s ability to make
accurate predictions for on-time deliveries.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of ML classifiers on different evaluation metrics.

3) False Positive (FP): This represents the situations
where the model incorrectly predicts that ‘‘Late
Delivery’’ will occur, while it won’t. Such predictions
may lead to allocating unnecessary resources, resulting
in resource wastage.

4) False Negative (FN): This corresponds to the cases
where the model incorrectly predicts that ‘‘Late
Delivery’’ will not occur, even though it actually will.
This outcome is desirable since it means the model
needs to identify potential late deliveries, leading to
unpreparedness and potential disruptions in the supply
chain.

The performance of the models is assessed using three
main metrics: accuracy, recall, and F1 score. Accuracy
measures the ratio of correct predictions to the total number
of samples analyzed. It provides a valuable measure of
how well a classifier correctly identifies and categorizes
instances within the dataset. Recall signifies the ratio of
correct optimistic predictions to the total positive instances
in the dataset. Precision is a metric that evaluates the ability
of a system to correctly identify positive samples compared
to the total positive samples it predicts. When improved

precision improves, the proposed system can generate a more
significant number of genuine warnings or positive outcomes,
enhancing its effectiveness in correctly identifying relevant
instances. The F1 score is computed as follows:

F1 − score =
2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall)
(precision+ recall)

(6)

The F1 score integrates precision and recall within a
single metric, utilizing their harmonic mean. The tests
conducted with various classifiers display their performance
in Figure 10. The accuracy chart shown in Figure 10a
visually compares how well each machine learning classifier
performed. By looking at the accuracy values on the chart,
we can observe that the random forest classifier achieved the
highest accuracy, followed by SVM and Logistic Regression.
On the other hand, the perceptron, LDA, and Gaussian
Naive Bayes classifiers had lower accuracies in comparison.
Figure 10b shows the Recall value chart. Looking at these
values on the chart, we can observe that the random forest
classifier achieved the highest value, followed by SVM and
Logistic Regression. On the other hand, the perceptron, LDA,
and Gaussian Naive Bayes classifiers had lower Recall values
in comparison.
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FIGURE 11. Supply chain management using blockchain and 6G-Enabled IoT devices.

In Figure 10c, we have the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve, which compares the TP to the FP at
different threshold values. The ROC curve’s area under the
curve (AUC) reflects the classifier’s performance. Observing
the ROC curves shows that the random forest classifier has the
highest AUC, indicating it has the best overall performance
among all the classifiers. Table 9 shows the comparative
analysis of different classifiers.

C. IMPLEMENTATION
For industry automation, this manufacturing unit will be
well-equipped with state-of-the-art automation systems, IoT
devices, and robotics, ensuring smooth and efficient produc-
tion processes. Leveraging the power of the 6G network,
the facility benefits from ultra-high-speed and low-latency
connectivity, allowing seamless real-time communication
between machines, IoT sensors, and control systems. The
company will implement a blockchain-based system to
manage its supply chain efficiently. Various supply chain pro-
cesses such as procurement, order tracking, quality control,
and payment settlement are automated using smart contracts.
Crucial supply chain data, including order details, shipment
information, and production status, is securely recorded on
the blockchain, guaranteeing transparency and preserving the

integrity of the data. Combining these technologies brings
significant advantages to the supply chain, making it more
transparent, efficient, and trustworthy. Here are some key
benefits:

1) Component Tracking and Tracing: Every component
and raw material used in production is given a unique
identifier or RFID tag linked to the blockchain. This
allows real-time tracking and tracing throughout the
supply chain, ensuring authenticity and quality control.

2) Real-Time Inventory Management: Thanks to the 6G
network, inventory levels are constantly monitored
at different supply chain stages. As components and
finished products move through the chain, inventory
data is updated on the blockchain, optimizing stock
levels and reducing the risk of shortages or excess
inventory.

3) Secure Data Exchange and Collaboration: Blockchain
and 6G technology enable secure data exchange and
collaboration between supply chain stakeholders, such
as suppliers, manufacturers, logistics providers, and
customers. Sensitive information is protected through
cryptographic mechanisms, ensuring data privacy and
security.
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4) Anti-Counterfeiting Measures: BT helps combat prod-
uct counterfeiting by recording product information on
the blockchain, including serial numbers and manufac-
turing details. This allows customers and retailers to
verify product authenticity before purchase.

5) Improved Supply Chain Efficiency and Cost Savings:
Using blockchain and 6G technologies, the manufac-
turing company can optimize supply chain processes,
reduce delays, and minimize manual interventions.
This increases operational efficiency, shorter lead
times, and cost savings.

6) Sustainability and Compliance: The transparent nature
of the blockchain enables the company to trace the ori-
gin of raw materials and components, promoting sus-
tainable and ethical sourcing practices. Additionally,
auditable records on the blockchain ensure compliance
with industry standards and regulations.

To commence, the initial step involves identifying the
primary stakeholders within the logistics network, which
encompasses manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, trans-
porters, customs authorities, and customers. Assigning a
distinct identity to each participant within the blockchain
network is imperative, ensuring their unique presence and
accountability. Following establishing participant identities,
the subsequent phase involves assigning a unique identity
number (ID) to every individual item or product within the
IoT-based blockchain network. This step guarantees a com-
prehensive and reliable tracking mechanism for each item
throughout its journey. Technologies like QR Codes, RFID
trackers, and NFC Chips can be introduced to successfully
implement the tracking and tracing mechanism. These IoT
devices must have built-in confidentiality features, as the
code generation follows the established blockchain protocol.
As the items progress through the supply chain, they pass
from one stakeholder to another until they eventually reach
the end user. The blockchain service provider maintains an
updated record of the item’s journey, ensuring transparency
and accountability at each process step.

The manufacturer can now send the item to the autho-
rized distributor and update the blockchain database. The
distributor scans the QR code and uses the smart contract to
approve the drug by changing its status. Once approved, the
distributor ships the item to the next authorized actor, which is
the wholesaler. The wholesaler scans the QR code, authorizes
the item, updates its status, and ships it to the retailer. The
retailer scans the QR code with a special code, authorizes
the item, and records customer details in the blockchain
before selling the item to them. Consumers are not directly
involved in blockchain transactions, but they can verify the
authenticity of an item by scanning the QR code on its
container. When consumers scan the QR code, they will be
directed to a webpage that interacts with the smart contract.
Fig 11 shows the Blockchain and IoT-based Secure supply
chain management system.

While the amalgamation of blockchain and 6G presents
advantages like heightened security, transparency, and
decentralized control for industrial automation, addressing
concerns regarding the potential supplementary costs in
computation and storage is crucial. The subsequent section
delves into the primary challenges of integrating blockchain
and 6G-enabled IoT for industrial automation.

VII. CHALLENGES IN INTEGRATING BLOCKCHAIN AND
6G-ENABLED IOT FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
The combination of BT and the 6G-enabled IoT holds
great potential for enhancing industrial automation systems.
Blockchain provides decentralized and transparent data
management, while 6G-enabled IoT offers ultra-fast and low-
latency communication capabilities. However, integrating
these technologies successfully poses a unique set of
challenges thatmust be overcome to fully utilize their benefits
in industrial automation.

1) Scalability: One of the main obstacles is scalability.
BT, known for its distributed ledger system, requires
substantial computational power and storage resources.
When combined with the large data generated by
6G-enabled IoT devices in an industrial automation
environment, scalability becomes a more pressing
issue. Addressing this challenge involves developing
solutions capable of handling the increasing transaction
volume and data throughput without sacrificing perfor-
mance.

2) Latency and Real-Time Processing: Real-time data
processing and decision-making are crucial in indus-
trial automation. Although 6G-enabled IoT networks
offer ultra-low latency, integrating BT introduces addi-
tional processing time due to consensus mechanisms
and validation processes. This can impede real-time
capabilities. Overcoming this challenge requires the
design of efficient consensus algorithms and opti-
mizing blockchain protocols to minimize latency and
ensure the timely execution of industrial automation
tasks.

3) Security and Privacy: BT is renowned for its security
features, including data integrity and transparency.
However, integrating 6G-enabled IoT devices brings
forth new security and privacy challenges. Industrial
automation systems handle sensitive data and require
strict access controls and secure communication chan-
nels. Balancing the confidentiality of data transmitted
between IoT devices and blockchain networks while
maintaining the integrity and traceability provided
by blockchain is a complex task. Robust encryp-
tion mechanisms, access management protocols, and
privacy-enhancing technologies are crucial to address
this challenge.

4) Interoperability and Standardization: The successful
integration of blockchain and 6G-enabled IoT for
industrial automation relies on achieving
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interoperability between different systems, protocols,
and devices. Seamless communication, data exchange
across diverse platforms, and compatibility between
blockchain implementations and IoT devices are vital.
Establishing industry-wide standards and protocols that
promote interoperability is essential to realize the full
potential of this integration and foster collaboration
between stakeholders.

5) Energy Efficiency: Industrial automation systems
consist of numerous energy-consuming IoT devices.
Integrating blockchain, which requires significant
computational resources, can consume additional
energy. Ensuring energy efficiency is critical for
sustainable blockchain and 6G-enabled IoT deploy-
ment in industrial settings. Exploring energy-efficient
consensus algorithms, optimizing resource utilization,
and leveraging technologies like edge computing can
help mitigate this challenge.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Integrating BT and 6G-enabled IoT holds great potential for
transforming industrial automation. This work highlighted
the benefits and challenges associated with combining
these advanced technologies. Blockchain offers decentralized
data management, while 6G-enabled IoT provides fast
communication. Together, they enhance efficiency, security,
and scalability in industrial automation. However, addressing
scalability, latency, security, interoperability, and energy
efficiency is crucial for maximizing these benefits. Robust
systems, efficient algorithms, encryption, and industry-wide
standards are needed to overcome these challenges. Energy-
efficient algorithms and edge computing can minimize
additional energy consumption for sustainable deployment.
Integrating blockchain and 6G-enabled IoT presents an
exciting opportunity for industrial automation.

In the future, we plan to transform these concepts
into practical implementations, potentially reshaping how
industries operate in the era of 6G and Blockchain. Therefore,
our future endeavors will focus on creating personalized
solutions for sectors like supply chain management, smart
manufacturing, energy grid management, and healthcare.
Additionally, we will explore the integration of edge comput-
ing with blockchain and 6G networks to facilitate real-time
data processing and decision-making at the edge. This
advancement would lead to reduced latency and improved
responsiveness in industrial applications.
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